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In this game, you are a time traveler from the future. Your mission is to visit various time
periods of the past in order to save your future and prevent the destruction of the world you
come from. You can navigate the time periods of a time line, each having its own historical
theme, distinct background music, and tasks to accomplish in order to unlock new areas. The
game challenges you to use your time manipulation abilities and the objects found in the time
periods in order to complete the game. Grab your guns and power-ups and start TIME
TRAVELING! Game Description: Time Traveller is the 8th installment in the TimeRiders series.
The game introduces a brand new cover system which allows the game to have different cover
orientations. There are improved graphic filters in the game. There are some improvements
regarding the sound effects. There are several game modes in the game. There are some
difficulties for the game. Collectible Game Objects - Hidden within Time Periods Orientation
Cover - New Cover Feature Game Mechanics Improvements - Improvements in Start and Game
play Campaign - New and Improved Campaign We are always open to suggestions and
feedback. Time Traveller - It's Time To Travel Time Traveller takes you on a journey where you
will travel through time to save the world you come from. You will be able to travel through
various historical periods that are themed and have their own unique soundtracks and graphics.
At each time period, you will be given the ability to collect Time Pills that will help you travel
through the time periods. You will be challenged to complete each time period by collecting
several game objectives. Time Traveller - Mobile Game Development Studio The Time Traveller
team is well experienced in game development. We developed several mobile games in our past
such as TimeRiders. We would like to make sure that Time Traveller is a success and we would
love to hear from you about your thoughts and experiences. Key Features of Time Traveller
Time Traveller takes you on a journey where you will travel through time to save the world you
come from. You will be able to travel through various historical periods that are themed and
have their own unique soundtracks and graphics. Each time period has 3 main objectives to
complete. You will be challenged to complete

Half Past Disaster Soundtrack Features Key:
  Victory is yours. Defeat your enemies and liberate towns in the struggle for civilizing the
savage Fantasyland!

  A hundred new characters.

  Lots of different locations.

  Dozens of amazing buildings and complex ancient engineering.

  Full two-dimensional world map.
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  Earthly pleasures in numerous exclusive scenes.

  An impressing storyline.
  High quality 3D graphics. 

Game description:
This time the fight for the Fantasyland zone starts again. The mystical blue flower was stolen
from the stalk in the last battle. Now it lies under the hand of evil. Only one brave warrior is able
to rescue it, the great Wizard Cithor. If he doesn't leave time is running out. Call yourself a
wizard and help Cithor to fight in the mysterious land. The way is difficult and filled with traps.
Cithor must beat all the monsters of Fantasyland. Use the help of fighting characters: nine Thief
Sorcerers, four Wizard Sorcerers, four Water Wizards and four Giant Sorcerers.
  In the game you have to walk through a wide range of lands, cities and towns. You must
destroy the monsters and crawl through underground tunnels, caves and levels filled with
dangers. Go through machines and tunnels to reach the blue flower, after which you will be able
to save the world of the fantasy. Also, you must find the Golden Lion and defeat its brothers to
get a special weapon - the Golden Dagger.
  Destroy the Giant Hand - beware, it will drag you down into the mouth of the giant!
  Use you Magic and change their fate!

Now you can download an attractive and interesting game "The Blue Flower Theft". This game is
developed by "Fegyverdegy". If you like our game, write us a review. Your review will be the best
souvenir for us! Enjoy!
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